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RESOLUTION

Moreno, J.:

For resolution is the Motion for Reconsideration I filed by accused
Juanito K. Ampaguey assailing the Decision dated March 22, 2019 which
found him guilty beyond reasonable doubt of violation of Section 3(e) of
Republic Act (R.A.) No. 3019 and falsification of public document under
Article 171(6) of the Revised Penal Code, respectively. The prosecution
filed its opposition/ on April 22, 2019.

In his Motion, accused Ampaguey argued that his conviction for
falsification of public document was erroneous since the prosecution failed
to present any evidence to show that that he was the one who maj;d

Record, pp. 488-494. ' /7
2 Id. At 501-509. {
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insertions in pages 2 and 3 of Transfer Certificate of Title (TCT) No. T-
83076. He nonetheless claimed that he merely relied on the approval of his
subordinate employee; and that the former Register of Deeds, Emesto A.
Diomampo, 'conformed' to the two encumbrances. The accused also
claimed that there was no evidence to establish that he had been aware of the
non-existence of the two (2) annotations in the preceding land titles (TCT
Nos. T..15173 and T-16121) before he affixed his signature in the
certification. Ampaguey further added that there was no basis to hold him
liable for falsification because previous and subsequent owners did not file a
complaint against him on the subject annotations and certification; and that
the DENR officials did not invalidate his annotations.

In assailing his conviction for violation of Section 3(e) of R.A. No.
9165, Ampaguey maintained that he acted in good faith in affixing his
signature in the subject title's 'certification.' He likewise argued that it had
not been sufficiently proved that he gave unwarranted benefits to the spouses
Dematera or that he "gained or profited" 3 from the annotation and/or
certification. The accused also emphasized that P.D. No. 1271 provides for
the penalty of cancellation of the original and transfer certificates of title not
validated. Ampaguey likewise pointed out the on-going bill seeking to
extend the validation process under PD No. 1271.

In its Opposition, the People of the Philippines (through the Office of
the Special Prosecutor), countered that the prosecution has duly proven all
the elements of the offenses charged. It asserted that the accused himself
admitted that he signed the certification; and that Diomampo's signature did
not appear in TCT No. T-83076. The prosecution further argued that the
accused could not have overlooked the fact that the fabricated annotation
appearing in TCT No. T-83076 was not copied or derived from TCT No. T-
16121, since he himself cancelled the parent title and issued the subsequent
title.

The prosecution also belied the accused's reliance on good faith in his
conviction of the Anti-Graft and Corrupt Practices Act, since the latter knew
or should have known that there was no existing validation application
covering TCT No. T-16121. It added that the remedy of cancellation under
P.D. No. 1271, as well as the pendency of a bill seeking to extend the
validation process under this law, were irrelevant to his culpability for the
crimes charged. Corollarily, personal gain or profit is not an element of the
crimesCharge; .: 7
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THE COURT'S RULING

After due consideration, we deny the motion for lack of merit.

The elements of falsification of public document
under Article 171(6) of the Revised Penal Code,
as amended, had been duly proven

The elements of falsification by a public officer or employee or notary
public as defined in Article 171 of the Revised Penal Code are that: (1) the
offender is a public officer or employee or notary public; (2) the offender
takes advantage of his official position; and (3) he or she falsifies a
document by committing any of the acts mentioned in Article 171 of the
Revised Penal Code. Corollarily, "making alteration or intercalation in a
genuine document" under paragraph 6 requires a showing that: (a) there be
an alteration (change) or intercalation (insertion) on a document; (b) it was
made on a genuine document; (c) the alteration or intercalation has changed
the meaning of the document; and (d) the change made the document speak
something false.

That accused Ampaguey was a public officer is undisputed, as it had
been stipulated during pre-trial that he was the Register of Deeds of Baguio
City as of July 21, 2004 when TCT No. T-83076 was issued in the name of
the spouses Dematera. As the Register of Deeds of Baguio City, Ampaguey
had the duty to make or to prepare, or otherwise to intervene in the
preparation of TCT No. T-83076, including the certification on the approved
validation application.

As regards the third element, we point out that Edgardo S. Flor4 and
Henry M. Mayangao", both officials of the DENR, confirmed that there was
no application for validation involving TCT Nos. T16121 and T-83076 filed
by either Constancio B. Maglana and the spouses Dematera, respectively.
Despite the lack of application for validation, the accused still made a
certification to the effect that that there was an annotation in TCT No. T-
16121 (parent title of TCT No. T-83076) stating that the parcel of land
covered by this title had been validated pursuant to Presidential Decree
(P.D.) No. 1271. We note in this regard that TCT No. T-16121 did not
contain any annotation of encumbrance as regards the approved
validation application.

Simply put, the accused made it appear that TCT No. T-16121 (from
which TCT No. T-83076 was derived) had been approved for validation.
Indubitably, the insertion made the document speak something false, i./e,

ficer III of the DENR in Baguio City. He was the OIC of CENR r
Baguio City in 2013.
5 Land Management Officer 11of the DENR-CAR. He was the deputized Public Land Inspector of M
the CENRO-Baguio in 2014. / D
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that an application for validation pursuant to Presidential Decree 1271 had
been filed. Significantly, the accused did not even deny his signature in the
certification.

We find unmeritorious Ampaguey's defense that he did not profit
from the transaction. It is settled that in falsification of public or official
documents, it is not necessary that there be present the idea of gain or the
intent to injure a third person because in the falsification of a public
document, what is punished is the violation of the public faith and the
destruction of the truth as therein solemnly proclaimed."

We are also not persuaded by the accused's insistence on his lack of
awareness or knowledge on the non-existence of the annotations in the
parent title. It bears pointing out that Ampaguey annotated the Deed of
Donation to TCT No. T-16121; cancelled the parent title; issued the
subsequent title; and annotated to TCT No. T-83076 the encumbrances
allegedly contained in the parent title. It is hard to believe that in doing all
these, the accused did not notice the lack of annotation ofTCT No. T-16121
as regards the application for validation pursuant to P.D. No. 1271.

Even assuming, for the sake of argument, that a subordinate employee
typed the subject printed annotation, due diligence demands that Ampaguey
- as the Register of Deeds - verify first the veracity of this notation before
placing his imprimatur on the document.

The accused's conviction for violation of
Section 3(e) of R.A. No. 9165 was proper

Contrary to Ampaguey's claim, the prosecution has duly established
all the elements of violation of Section 3(e) of R.A. No 3019, viz: (1) the
accused must be a public officer discharging administrative, judicial or
official functions; (2) he must have acted with manifest partiality, evident
bad faith or gross inexcusable negligence; and (c) his action caused any
undue injury to any party, including the government, or gave any private
party unwarranted benefits, advantage or preference in the discharge of his
functions.

We note that Section 3(e) ofR.A. No. 3019 may be committed either
by dolo, as when the accused acted with evident bad faith or manifest
partiality, or by culpa, as when the accused committed gross inexcusable

negligence; ~ M
6 See Eleno T. Regidor, Jr. and Camilo B. Zapatos v. People of the Philippines, G.R. No. 166086-
92, February 13,2009.
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In the present case, it has been established that the accused had been
grossly negligent in certifying a non-existent annotation. We recall that the
accused himself admitted during trial that the approval or signature of the
person from whom he relied upon for his certification was not reflected in
TCT No T-16121. At any rate, the accused, as the Register of Deeds, was
expected to exercise reasonable diligence and/or utmost caution on
documents pertaining to registration of titles. We are thus unable to accept
Ampaguey's defense that he acted in good faith in making the certification
in the subject title.

We disagree with the accused's defense that he did not give
unwarranted benefits to spouses Dematera. It is not disputed that all title
holders covered by GLRO No. 211 were required to file an application for
validation under PD No. 1271. Despite the lack of application for
validation, the accused still certified to the existence of an application,
essentially discharging the spouses Dematera from any issue or liability
arising from non-compliance with the requirements ofP.D. No. 1271.

Finally, we find misplaced the accused's reliance on the remedy of
cancellation under Section 4 ofP.D. No. 1271, as well as the on-going bill in
Congress for the extension of the validation process under this law. Clearly
these matters are irrelevant on the issue of his culpability for the offenses
charged.

WHEREFORE, in light of all the foregoing, the Motion for
Reconsideration filed by accused Juanito K. Ampaguey is DENIED for lack
of merit.

SO ORDERED.

WE CONCUR:

l\MP~.cmOTA ••~
Presiding Justice

Chairperson


